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AFFORDABLE
HOUSING SOLUTIONS

From Heritage NTI Corporation
A member of The Heritage Group

HERITAGE

NTI CORPORATION

(NTI) delivers
affordable housing solutions based on innovative
construction technologies that are the base for new
homes projects in markets around the globe.
Whether for the high-humidity environments of subtropical locations or the frigid conditions of the Arctic NTI
offers a range of modular homes that can meet the most
demanding requirements.

TURN KEY SOLUTIONS
NTI provides government agencies and private sector builders with turn key solutions. We not
only supply all of the pre-configured interior and exterior components to construct a finished
home, we organize delivery to the site and provide the teams to rapidly assemble and complete
the homes.
We can also provide experts onsite to train builders’ own employees to effectively assemble the
NTI modular homes.

RAPID COMPLETION
The rigorous design of the NTI modular homes and the
advanced technology employed in the production of the
individual components allows us to manufacture, ship,
deliver and assemble finished homes in a fraction of the
time required for traditional construction.
NTI has the capability to deliver hundreds, even
thousands, of finished homes ready for occupancy in a
matter of months.

ATTRACTIVE ECONOMICS
By producing the required components in volume in our
high-capacity manufacturing facilities from standard
designs and by delivering homes as complete ‘kits’ ready
for rapid onsite assembly NTI is able to offer high-quality
housing at very competitive prices.
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Why choose Heritage NTI modular housing solutions?
The innovative NTI approach to designing homes combines the strength and costeffectiveness of pre-cut lightweight steel framing with the flexibility and durability of
specially manufactured insulated wall panels.
NTI homes built using these
technologies are:
ü

Hurricane & earthquake
resistant

ü

Termite & fungus proof

ü

Energy efficient

ü

Long lasting, providing
generations of comfortable
living.

NTI modular homes offer a variety of optional
external and internal finishes, and can be
installed on various types of foundations:

- Conventional slab
- Raised slab
- Cupolex slab

Components for each house are
delivered pre-cut and preconfigured for straight forward
assembly onsite, reducing the need
for skilled trades and eliminating
heavy construction equipment.
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ABOUT HERITAGE NTI
Heritage NTI Corp. is a member of The Heritage Group, a diversified international
organization that delivers commercial and residential real estate development,
project financing, merchant banking and advisory services to our clients worldwide.

Heritage NTI Corp. is based in Toronto, Canada, and is dedicated to delivering
innovative and cost-effective housing and telecommunications solutions to our
customers.

For further information on the Heritage NTI range of affordable modular housing
solutions please contact Housing Sales at:
Tel.

+1 905 530 2121 (Canada)

Email: info@heritageinvestmentscapital.com

HERITAGE
NTI
A Heritage Group Company

First Canadian Place | 100 King Street West | Suite 5600 | Toronto | Ontario | Canada | M5X 1C9
Tel. +1 905 530 2121 or +1 416 479 5471
www.heritageinvestmentscapital.com
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